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Abstract 

This p q e r  presents a robot system for handling 
various objects in home or o@ce environments (see 
video). A fued manipulator utilizes marks on objects for 
handling and motion planning. A mark consists of two 
paris. One is the outer pari, which indicates its pose (In 
this paper, ‘>pose” denotes 3Dposifion and orientation.), 
and the other is a QR code, which is a kind o f 2 D  
barcode. A QR code is stored infirmation ofan object 
(e.g. its name). A user aftaches several marks on each 
object. The manipulator accesses the information using 
a camera in its hand The robot con decide itr complex 
handling motion based on the infirmation in QR codes. 
pose of the ot$ects, which are esfimatedfrom pose of 
marks, and signals from proximiv sensors. 
Experiments are conducted to ve& the whole system. 
Key WorakManipulafion, Motion planning, Ariijicial 
mark, Sensor, Meosurement 

1 Introduction 
Robots are becoming increasingly important both in 

home and office environments. Handling of objects is 
one of the most important tasks that the robot executes. 
To accomplish the task, we have to treat two phase: (a) 
recognition of various objects in actual time, and @) 
motion planning based on the poses of the objects (In this 
paper, ‘pose” denotes 3D position and orientation.). 

In phase of (a), many recognition methods have been 
proposed from both model-based method and 
appearance-based method. For example for 
model-based method, B o s h  et al. have recognized 
partially occluded polyhedrons through multi-stage 
matching process [l]. Sumi et al. have proposed a 
method that recognizes free-form objects using the 3D 
pose of an object outline for matching [2]. For example 
for appearance-based method, Chen et al. have 
recognized partially occluded objects by using edges 
inside outline of a object for aspect representation, and 
heuristic function [3]. However, they have not treat a 
case when distinctive parts of objects are occluded. 

Moreover, in home or office, there are many objects for 
handlig by a robot, many models are needed to object 
matching. Computational cost is naturally high to 
match an object with the many models. Therefore, (a) 
has not been solved yet. 

In phase (b), There are bin-picking systems that 
consider collision between a robot and other objects [4]. 
However, the systems cannot be applied in home or 
office environments because the system can handle a few 
variations of form, and objects that could cause mista!m 
in recognition must he removed in advance. R6ssler et 
al. have planned grasp points for unfamiliar objects by 
learning [5 ] .  Teras& et al. have proposed intelligent 
manipulation methods [6]. It used custom-designed robot 
hand and state-space approach to make complex 
manipulation possible. However, [5]  solved the problem 
under an assumption that limits observing poses. [6] 
needed an accurate map about objects and environments. 
However, objects recognition is not reliable to build an 
accurate map in general. Petersson et al. have 
performed handling task by fusing image processing and 
pre-computed paths [7]. However, the grasp poses were 
decided in advance, and a manipulator could not change 
its grasp pose in consideration of collision with other 
objects. Therefore, @)bas not been solved yet. 

In this paper, we propose a robot system for objects 
handlig. The robot recognizes various objects, and 
then, it adopts suitable grasp poses and sequences of 
conveyance, which depend on the various arrangements 
of objects. To accomplish this purpose, we have 
adopted marks [XI. These marks contain information 
that is requited by the robots for successful handling (e.g. 
the object’s name and storage area and the grasp pose 
candidates for the robot hand). A robot can use this 
information to handle an object successfully. In 
Sections 2, System overview is explained. Method to 
calculate an object pose from some marks poses is 
described in Section 3. Then, motion planning using the 
marks is described in Section 4. Fully,  we verify the 
validity of the proposed method though a handling 
experiment in Section 5.  
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2 System Overview 
The system consists of a 6xed manipulator, which is 

called a robot in this paper. This robot handles objects 
that are put on a table. It is equipped with a parallel-jaw 
gripper. There are proximity sensors on this hand. The 
robot can change its pose of view by a camera on the 
hand 

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed robot 
system. Firstly, a user makes the marks and attaches 
them to objects. The mark consists of two parts, One is 
the outer part, which indicates its pose, and the other is a 
QR code, which is a kind of 2D barcode. The mark is 
introduced for the following reasons. (a) It guarantees 
accuracy of positioning when a robot handles objects (the 
translation is lSmm, and the rotation is 15deg)[8]. (b) 
It can be attached on a curved surface. (c) A user can 
create a mark easily using a color printer. (d) Even if the 
mark rotates around its normal vector, the QR code on 
the mark still presents its information to the robot. (e) If 
a robot has a mom CCD camera, it has a wide area for 
marks measurements. 

A robot measures pose of marks by color extraction 
fiom one camera image, then it decodes QR codes. As 
mentioned in Section 1, the information stored in a QR 
code is unique to a particular object. This information 
is made by a user. A robot can handle various objects 
using this information and the pose of marks (see Fig. 
1-3). The marks have the following advantage. A 
robot can recognize any objects by simple image 
processing equipment and algorithm, Using the explicit 
information about objects, which is stored in marks, the 
robot can easily select an appropriate grasp pose. 

The success rate of bandliig greatly depends on 
detection rate and measurement accuracy of marks; 
consequently, a robot should detect a mark and measure 
its pose with high accuracy at all times. In OUT method, 
these requirements are complied with by attaching some 
marks to one object. In this case, a robot has to 
calculate one object pose using poses of the marks that 

are attached to the object and have measurement errors. 
We therefore calculate the object pose by weighted 
least-squares method. The weighting value is decided 
by an estimated standard deviation from measurement 
error of a mark. Measured marks poses with high error 
are eliminated through the weighting factors; therefore, 
the robot can calculate an object pose with low error (see 
Section 3). 

When a robot plans its gasp pose, it has to check 
collision between its hand and other objects. The 
collision check is executed based on the candidate of 
grasp poses in QR codes. A robot can decide a suitable 
grasp pose fiom the candidates in consideration of other 
object arrangements (see 4.1-4.3). If some of marks are 
not detected by occlusion, a robot re-determines its grasp 
pose using a signal kom proximity sensors (see 4.4). 
This process increases the success rate of handling. 

3 Method to Calculate an Object Pose 

3.1 Procedure for the Estimation of 
Reliability for Marks Poses 

There is a correlation between reliability of measured 
marks poses and deviations of error on the marks poses. 
The deviations depend on the marks shape in a camera 
image, i.e., marks poses in a camera coordinate system; 
therefore, we adopt marks poses to estimate the 
reliability. For future discussion, we define two 
assumptions. (1) A measured pose follows a normal 
distribution. (2) Deviation is explained through standard 
deviation. 

To estimate the reliability, we prepare StdDev maps. 
These are 3D graphs that are plotted standard deviation 
of measurement errors (describe later). Ideal StdDev 
map should present six standard deviations (q, uj., U, um, 
4y, UJ using six parameter of a mark pose (x, y, z ,  r,, ry, 
ra. However, we simplify the maps to reduce data 
amount. AAer this, we describe a method to simplify the 
maps with “ize errors of standard deviations. 

A coordinate system can be seen in Fig. 2, method to 

(a)mark mmrg and @)measvemenP of (c) handnng by the mbot 
amww msrksanddemdirgQR 

d e s  by a mbot 

Fig. 1 Concept of the handling using the marks 

z 
‘ CCDcamera 

Fig. 2 Coordioate system 
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deviation., (addl arx, ay %) 

Fig. 3 Estimation of reliability of a mark pose 

estimate reliability of marks poses can be seen in Fig. 3. 
First, a robot measures a mark, and obtains the mark pose 
(x, y ,  z, r,, ry, r,) in a camera coordinate system. The 
pose is expressed in Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles. At actual 
mark measurement, the robot zooms in since it enable to 
measurement tiom a distance. In this case, the mark 
bas to keep remaining in the camera image; thus, the 
robot moves the camera to a place where the mark is 
placed in the camera center. We consequently convert 
translation (x, y, z) into d - Euclidean norm between the 
origin on a mark coordinate and optical center of the 
camera -; calculation for the reliability will be easily. 

The reliability is presented as a standard deviation of 
an error of a mark pose. The standard deviations are 
stored in StdDev maps. These maps in advance store 
the standard deviations of the erron that are measured 
various Observation poses, i.e., the maps are 3D graphs 
that consist of d a distance axis, 8: a rotation axis, and a: 
standard deviation of the pose error that is measured at (d, 
e). 0 stands for a component of rotation: r ,  rr or r,, 
which is a orientation tiom a camera to a mark 
o stands for standard deviation of the distance: ad, or 
rotation: am, ow or a,. 

Ideal StdDev maps should present each a using (d, r, 
ry, rz); however, many data are needed to create the maps. 
On the other hand, accuracy of a mark pose for bandling 
is not strict (see Section 2). Therefore, we define two 
assumptions and estimate each 0 fiom only (d, e). (1) 
Each components of (d, r,, ry, rJ are not innuenced by 
other components. (2) An observation pose is a discrete 
value. At measurement to create the maps, the other 
components are fixed on Odeg. The range of the axis d 
is 150-400 mm, and its pitch is 50 mm The range of the 
0 axis is 0-90 deg as an absolute value, and their pitches 
are 20 deg. The ranges of d and 0 axis are decided by 
measurable range of a mark. An intermediate value of 
o is estimated by linear interpolating. 

A robot bas a StdDev maps in advance. At handling, 
the robot can obtain standard deviation (ub U,,, %, &) 
by that it assigns a mark pose(d, r,, ry, rJ to the maps. 
As shown in Fig. 3, each map is needed to estimate G, 

uv, or &; in contrast, Q needs two maps. The two 
maps are used based on a nature that a steep observation 
angle causes a high error of mark pose. For the 
estimation of ud, a larger value of r. and ry is adopted for 
the rotation axis. r, is not considered since a change of 
r, does not change the shape of a mark in an image. 

3.2 Procedure for 
the Calculatlon of an Object Pose 

A robot measures marks and acquires N mark poses p 
= b ~ ,  P#. pa. p ~ ,  PM, p a  (i=L 2, ..., N) and standard 
deviation of measuring error ni = [U&, u ~ ,  U*, ua] 
(i = 1, 2, ..., N), which correspond to the mark poses, 
tiom the StdDev maps. With this mark, a standard 
deviation becomes small if the observation distance or 
orientation is small; naturally, the weighting factor 
becomes large. If there is an error that makes the 
measured value small, this weighting factor is not 
appropriate. Consequently, we change the weighting 
factor into suitable value as following: ht, a mark is 
measured several times at a same observation pose, 
second, the measurement poses are merged using a 
simple average. 

When searching of marks, a .  robot moves and 
measures marks at some observation poses; therefore, 
pose of the camera coordinate systems in a robot 
coordinate system is different each other. Moreover, to 
handle objects, not mark poses but object poses are 
needed Therefore, these camera Coordinate systems 
should he translated to one Mordinate system. pi and uj 
are translated to poses qi = [qe, q,+, q+,, q ~ ,  qm, qa] (i = 

1, 2, ..., N) and standard deviation 6, = [&, Se, S,, 
SM] (i = 1, 2, ..., N) in the robot coordinate system. 

The translation of 6, is based on the error propagation 
law [9]. S, is defined as weighting factor; an object 
pose with minimum error 4 is calculated using the 
weighted least-squares methd. This is done for each 
component of the pose. A calculation equation about r, 
can be seen in Eq. (1). As well as Eq. (1). other 
components of the pose can be calculated. 

4 Procedure for Decision of a Grasp Pose 

4.1 Expressive Form of Objects 
A unique coordinate system for each object is delined 

as homogeneous transformation matrix. The matrix 
expresses a pose tiom an origin of a mark to an origin of 
an object. It is stored in the mark (see “origin” in Fig. 
6). The grasp pose candidates and an object shape that 
is approximated as a rectangular parallelepiped are also 
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stored in the mark (see “handlegose” and “shape” in Fig. 
6). The former is expressed as a hand pose - a 
homogeneous transformation matrix, which expresses a 
pose fiom an origin of an object to an origin of a hand-. 
The latter is expressed as (x“, x-, ymy~, y-, 2-, z-), 
whicb is a size in the object coordinate system This 
expressive form is reasonable, since the object shape is 
only used when deciding the conveyance order and the 
grasp poses, and since an easy description is desirable for 
non-professional users. In addition, a shape and a 
coordinate system of a table on whicb objects are put are 
also defined through a mark. 
4.2 Deciding the Conveyance Order 

If a robot approaches an object in consideration of 
only Euclidean norm 60m the robot to the object, the 
robot may collide to other objects located in fiont of the 
target. Consequently, we propose following process. 
First, the robot defines an overlapping line with the axis 
that first intersects with the robot in the table coordinate 
system; then, the line is moved in parallel Until it 
intersects with an object; lasi, the robot approaches the 
intersected object. In addition, we define a threshold to 
judge whether objects overlap or not. The threshold is 
decided 60m the size of the hand. Concretely, we 
judge that the objects have overlapped when a distance 
&om a line to a next line is within the threshold. The 
first line is intersecting an object; the next line is 
intersecting another object. At banding, if the robot 
judges as a overlapping, it approaches 60m an object 
with high arrangement height. 

4.3 Deciding tbe Grasp Pose 
The robot checks the collision between the hand and 

the objects or the table. In this calculation, the shape of 
the hand is approximated as a rectangular parallelepiped 
The robot has a model of the hand in advance since the 
shape of hand has not been changed. The robot checks 
the intersection of a l i e  of the rectangle parallelepiped 
and the face of another rectangle parallelepiped [IO]. If 
all grasp pose candidates will collide to the other objects, 
the robot changes conveyance order of objects, 
whicb swaps the target for a next object. 

4.4 Changing the Grasp Pose using 
Proximity Sensors 

If a robot cannot detect marks on objects, it decides a 
grasp pose without consideration for the objects. To 
detect unlmown objects, as can be seen in Fig. 4, 
proximity sensors on the tip of the band are applied to 
check signals fiom sensors wbile approaching a target. 
If the robot detects unknown objects &om the signal, it 
moves to the next grasp pose candidate. Here, to detect 
unknown objects certainly, we define a rule that the tips 
of the fingers should approach an object firstly. 

5 Experiment 

We conducted an experiment of object handling by a 
robot to verify the proposed method. 

5.1 Experimental setup 
We applied a fixed 6-d.o.f.manipulator DENSO 

AMdOAOD and a parallel-jaw gripper (opening width, 
0-100”). The manipulator moves ’ I O d s ,  and the 
band moves lOmm/s for safety. As can be seen in Fig. 
4, the proximity sensors are fixed on the hand. We also 
applied a QR code reader KEYENCE TL-600, a CCD 
camera SOW FCB-1x10, an image processing board 
Hitachi IP5005, and a computer (F’entium III, 1GHz). 
A white LED light was located on the tip of the camera 
so that the lighiing conditions would be stable. 

Fig. 5 shows the experiment setup. There are three 
targets on the table: the 5 W  plastic bottle, the 250ml 
juice pack, and the flashlight. The robot conveys them 
to container box 1 or 2. As mentioned in Section 2, the 
QR code in a mark is Written information. For instance, 
Fig. 6 shows part of the information for the plastic bottle. 
In this case, six kinds of grasp pose candidates are stored. 
A user decides the candidates. Just for reference, some of 
grasp pose candidates for the plastic bottle and the juice 
are shown in Fig. 7. 

As can be seen in Fig. 8, this object arrangement 
makes handling difficult. First, the robot has to 
recognize the overlapped objects individually. The 

proximity sensor 
Zpieces / Jaw 

detecting dista 
25[mm] 

approach vector 

Fig. 4 Structure of the hand and sensors Fig. 5 Experimental setup 
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Fig. 6 QR code data (plastic bottle) 

(a) plastic bottle @)juice pack 

Fig. 7 Grasp pose candidates 

Fig. 8 Object arrangement 

juice pack hides the flashlight l%om the robot’s view; 
therefore, it is quite hard for the robot to differentiate 
between the juice pack and the flashlight. Moreover, 
the robot has to decide a suitable conveyance order and 
its grasp pose to avoid collision with other objects. For 
instance, when approaching the juice pack, the robot 
should choose a gasp pose that does not collide with 
either the plastic bottle or the flashlight. Furthermore, 
the mark on the.flashlight is occluded; then, the robot bas 
to plan its grasp pose without howing the pose of 
flashlight. The robot must plan its suitable grasp pose 
thmugh the above objects arrangement. 

5.2 Experimental results 
( I )  The robot 

searched and measured the marks, and then it estimated 
the objects poses (Fig. 9-a). The flashlight had not been 
detected yet due to a mark occlusion caused by the juice 
pack (2) The robot decided a conveyance order. The 
first target was the plastic bottle. The second was the 
juice pack (3) The robot decided a grasp pose for the 
plastic bottle. It checked collision with grasp pose 
candidate (i), which is shown in Fig. 7-a, and other 
object; however, as can be seen in Fig. 10, it judged that 
the candidate must cause collision with its band and the 

Fig. 9 shows experimental images. 

(a) searching the marks @) grasp of a plastic battle 

(e) collision check by sensors (d) handling a juice 

Fig. 9 Experimental images 

juice pack Thus, it checked a next candidate (ii), and 
then it grasped a plastic bottle, as shown in (Fig. 9-b), 
and conveyed the bottle. (4) The robot decided a grasp 
pose for the juice pack It moved to the grasp pose (i) 
shown in Fig. 7-b; it might have collided with the 
flashlight if it continued approaching, since it had not 
recognized the flashlight. However, the robot could 
detect the flashlight with the proximity sensors (Fig. 9-c); 
then, it changed its pose to the grasp pose (ii) and 
banded the juice pack (Fig. 9-d). (5) The robot 
searched on the table again to check whetber there were 
remained ohjeas or not. Then, it detected and handled 
the flashlight. 

With 15 trials, the robot could handle all objects 
13times. Causes of two failures were collision between 
the band and the flashlight. The following is details of 
the failures. First, the pose error of the juice caused the 
pose error of grasp pose. Second, unfortunately, the robot 
approached a place where flashlight is in a blind spot of 
sensors. Then, the sensors did not work Therefore, the 
robot collided with the flashlight. The worst error 
among the translation components in these trials was the 
y component (at the robot coordinate system shown in 
Fig. 5). The value was 20.9“. The worst error among 
rotation components was 5.2deg at r,. The most likely 
reason for these results was observation of all marks 
&om steep poses. These poses caused high errors of the 
marks poses. Then, the errors were not canceled with 
the weighted least-squares method. However, this 
problem can be solved easily by addition of sensors. 

Just for reference, absolute values of average 
measurement errors and their standard deviations of y 
and r, are shown in Fig. 11. An error of y at flashlight 
is high, but then, its standard deviation is low. 
Therefore, a reason for the error is that a mark seems to 
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mark 
measurment 
305[S] 
(25%) 

srols] (65%) mown planning 
0.15151~0.01%) 

a 20 table 

128[9] (10%) plastic 

t bome pack light 

item Fig. 12 A breakdown of 
the work time Fig. 10 A result of 

collision cb& Fig. 11 Calculation results of objects 

be smaller than its real size by curvature of flashlight. 
Although, the error is smaller than the required accuracy 
for handling which is described in Section 2, so that the 
robot could handle the flashlight. 

Average work time was 20 minutes and 42 seconds in 
the success case. A breakdown of the work time is 
shown in Fig. 12. As mentioned in the Section 3, in 
mark searching and measurement, the robot had been 
moving the camera to a place where the mark was placed 
in the camera center. Mark measurement time that the 
moving time was cut out is 0.73sx37=27.ls(Ave.), 
barcode measurement time is 0.05~~27=1.35s(Ave.). If 
we assume the speed as S O G ” / s ,  which is an 
appropriate speed in a home or office environment, the 
estimated work time is about 200s. Both the success 
rate and estimated work time are feasible; therefore, the 
proposed method has usability. 

6 Conclusion 
In this study, we have present a robot system for 

handliig objects in bome or office environments. Even 
if objects are occluded, the system should recognize 
objects and decide its motion from the objects 
arrangement. Our approaches for these problems are as 
follows. 

Approach 1: Marks are attached on objects. They are 
used to provide information such as marks pose and 
grasp pose candidates; the robot can handle objects. 
Approach 2: To reduce a case where no mark is observed, 
more than two marks are attached on one object. If the 
robot observes more than two marks, the weighted 
least-squares method is introduced. To decide 
weighting factor, we propose and prepare the StdDev 
map. Approach 3: The robot plans grasp poses based 
on the marks, which are stored a shape of an object and 
grasp pose candidates for an object. When the robot 
moves, proximity sensors are utilized to detect an 
unknown object; the robot can change its motion if it 
detects the object. 

In the experiment, a robot could handle three objects 
that were occluded or were close each other. The robot 

chosen a suitable motions using the object information in 
the marks and signals from the proximity sensors, 
succeeding 13times out of 15 times. 

As future work, we will develop equipment that can 
automatically create object information for a QR code in 
amark. 
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